Women in Space

Across
5. Name of the shuttle that took the first U.S. woman into space
6. In 2019, Jessica Meir and Christina Koch conducted the first all-female EVA or ______
7. Kathryn ______ was the first U.S. woman to conduct an EVA
8. This state has more presidents and more women in space than any other state
10. NASA stands for National _____ and Space Administration

Down
1. The ______ 13 was the first group of women to complete the astronaut candidacy testing phases
2. ______ Ride was the first U.S. woman in space
3. The first woman in space, Soviet cosmonaut ______ Tereshkova, flew in 1963
4. NASA astronaut Peggy Whitson was the first woman to command the ______ Space Station in 2008
9. The first African-American woman in space was Mae ______
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